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A visual introduction to the recently discovered relatives of the T. Rex also shares profiles of 19 additional dinosaurs, including seven new
species, while discussing intriguing characteristics, including feathery coats, that have surprised the scientific community.
Join National Geographic expert and TV personality Brady Barr on some wild adventures with snakes! Readers won't believe their eyes as they
read Barr's hilarious—and completely true!—accounts of his interactions with some of the biggest, weirdest, and craziest snakes on Earth. Filled
with engaging photos, fast facts, and fascinating sidebars, readers won't want to put this book down.
Blast off on a trip to discover the fascinating world of meteors. In this image-packed book, kids will learn all about these objects hurtling
through space and into our atmosphere. Written in an easy-to-grasp style to encourage the scientists and explorers of tomorrow!
Get ready to be dazzled! This lively reference book for the younger set introduces a fascinating variety of Earth’s rocks, minerals, gemstones,
fossils, and shells--from granite to gold, marble to malachite, and conchs to clams. Discover how rocks are formed, the three kinds of rocks,
and the difference between rocks and minerals. Learn how rocks and minerals are used in art, architecture, industry, and science. Then journey
to the oceans to explore seashells and the amazing animals that once inhabited them. Packed with more than 200 stunning photos, including
closeups of each specimen, this colorful book showcases breathtaking natural sites such as the Giant’s Causeway and human-built structures
such as the Great Wall of China. Filled with fun facts and designed for interactive learning, the Little Kids First Big Book of Rocks, Minerals,
and Shells is sure to become a favorite with young rock and shell collectors and their parents!
Find out about the life of rock climbers in this cool new Chapter book, part of an Extreme Adventure strand featuring high-adrenaline stories
about real explorers. With gripping--and TRUE--stories of incredible adventures, Rock Stars! takes readers on three amazing journeys of
ultimate survival. From New York's Central Park to the towering Himalaya, no peak is too high for these extreme rock climbers! Perfect for all
readers who love exciting, real-life, adrenaline-fueled tales that will have you on the edge of your seat.
Meet T. Rex's Fascinating Family, from Tiny Terrors to Feathered Giants
Brody Borrows Money
National Geographic Kids Chapters: Rock Stars! (Chapters)
Turn It Up!
True Stories of Extreme Climbing Adventures!
National Geographic Kids Chapters: Diving With Sharks!
"From Yosemite National Park to the towering Himalaya, no mountain is too high for these extreme rock climbers! With
gripping--andTRUE--stories of incredible adventures, Rock Stars! takes readers on three amazing journeys of ultimate
survival, perfect for all readers who love thrilling, real-life, adrenaline-fueled tales.--Back cover.
Find out about the life of rock climbers in this cool new Chapter book, part of an Extreme Adventure strand featuring
high-adrenaline stories about real explorers.
A beginner's field guide to North American geology identifies common rocks, minerals, gems, fossils, and land
formations.
Brody doesn't have enough money for a cool rock at the gift shop. He borrows some money from a friend, but he can't
pay it back. Oops! Now Brody's dad has to help out. Sometimes Brody's dad borrows money too. He teaches Brody
about when it's OK to borrow money and when it's not.
True stories of explorer Gregg Treinish's travels and adventures around the United States.
Defying Gravity! Rock Climbing
Scrapes with Snakes!
National Geographic Kids Chapters: Hoops to Hippos!
National Geographic Kids Chapters: Danger on the Mountain
True Stories of Extreme Adventures!
First Big Book of the Ocean

Fans of Shark Week, Sharknado, and all things shark-related will want to sink their teeth into this exciting shark-infested
chapter book. Join real-life cave divers, extreme photographers, and researchers as they brave thrilling undersea
adventures! Kids who are familiar with the popular National Geographic Kids Chapters line are sure to be on the edge of
their seats over these new totally true tales of adventure and survival.
"Information about how animals build their homes, for beginner readers"-For Zeb Hogan, bigger is better – especially when it comes to fish. From sawfish to alligator gars to giant stingrays, Zeb's
on a mission to save the world's freshwater giants. In this cool Chapter book, you'll join Zeb on amazing – and TRUE –
adventures with supersize swimmers.
This entertaining and humorous chapter book will feature animals who can perform amazing acts like riding motocross,
foretelling the weather, and playing a guitar. These stories will enchant readers and empower them to devour the more
text-heavy "grown up" style of the book, while still keeping the story easily digestible for a hesitant reader. National
Geographic supports K-12 educators with ELA Common Core Resources. Visit www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for more
information.
Collects three stories of talented animals, including Norman, a Briard who knows how to ride a scooter and a bike, Eddie
the sea otter who shoots hoops, and Kidogo, the balancing ape.
And More True Stories of Amazing Animal Talents!
Meteors
Wickedly Clever Animal Defenses
Danger on the Mountain!
Crocodile Encounters!
National Geographic Kids Why Not?
Based on the hit feature in National Geographic Kids magazine, Amazing Animals, we bring
you three heartwarming tales of animals with incredible talents, including the stories of
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Norman the bike-riding dog and Eddie the otter who shoots hoops! Written in fun and lively
prose that empowers readers to devour the book page-by-page, these action-packed stories will
leave readers thirsty for more.
Introduces basic concepts about outer space, from the sun and the moon to the planets and
space exploration.
Join three fantastic felines as they embark on the adventures of their (nine) lives in this
colorful Chapters book, filled with photos and fun facts. Meet Dusty, a Siamese cat who gives
the phrase "cat burglar" new meaning. Take to the seas with Skatty, a sailor and cat hero. And
trek across the United States with Vladimir, a real-life cat explorer! These amazing--and
TRUE--stories are sure to keep cat lovers and adventure fans on the edge of their seats.
From Ashima Shiraishi, one of the world's youngest and most skilled climbers, comes a true
story of strength and perseverance--in rock climbing and in life. To a rock climber, a boulder is
called a "problem," and you solve it by climbing to the top. There are twists and turns, falls and
scrapes, and obstacles that seem insurmountable until you learn to see the possibilities within
them. And then there is the moment of triumph, when there's nothing above you but sky and
nothing below but a goal achieved. Ashima Shiraishi draws on her experience as a world-class
climber in this story that challenges readers to tackle the problems in their own lives and rise
to greater heights than they would have ever thought possible.
Accomplished outdoor explorer Gregg Treinish loves adventure! Whether it's spending two
years hiking the remote and perilously high Andes Mountains or coming face to face with
wolverines, lynx, and bears, Gregg always knows where the action is. With gripping—and
totally true—stories of incredible adventures, extreme excursions, and ultimate survival, this
book will have you on the edge of your seat.
A Pitch-Perfect History of Music That Rocked the World
Rock Stars!
Over 1,111 Answers to Everything
Animal Architects (L3) (National Geographic Readers)
When Lunch Fights Back
National Geographic Kids Chapters: Monster Fish!
Featuring more than two hundred photos, this interactive introduction to the Earth's rocks, minerals,
gemstones, fossils, and shells is filled with fascinating facts as well as breathtaking natural sites.
Provides the latest information on a wide range of topics, including animals, culture, geography, the
environment, history, and science.
Shares true stories of cave divers, extreme photographers, and researchers as they brave undersea
adventures with sharks.
Shares the answers to over one thousand questions on such topics as animals, natural resources,
technology, and history.
Presents an introduction to penguins, discussing their physical characteristics, mating habits, migration
behaviors, predators, and different species.
National Geographic Kids Chapters: Extreme Adventures Collection
National Geographic Kids Chapters: Hero Dogs
National Geographic Kids Chapters: Adventure Cat!
True Stories of Adventures with Animals
Tracking Tyrannosaurs
National Geographic Kids Almanac 2018
From hippo attacks on the Okavango River to Chitina headwaters in Alaska, this chapter book is full of raging rivers and thrilling
adventures. With gripping – and TRUE – stories of incredible adventures, extreme excursions, and ultimate survival, White
Water! will have you on the edge of your canoe– er seat. Perfect for all readers who love an exciting, real-life, adrenaline-fueled
drama.
With gripping--and TRUE--stories of incredible adventures, Rock Stars! takes readers on three amazing journeys of ultimate
survival. From New York's Central Park to the towering Himalaya, no peak is too high for these extreme rock climbers!
Presents the stories of three incredibly talented animals, including a motorcross daredevil dog, a groundhog weather wonder, and
a rock star cat.
Discusses the real-life adventures of a zoologist who studies crocodiles by dressing up in a special crocodile suit, and discusses the
behaviors and habitats of the large aquatic reptiles.
Introduces several of the ocean's species, provides profiles of creatures, from dolphins and sharks to sea otters and penguins,
while sharing facts about their characteristics, diets, and habitats.
National Geographic Readers: Rocks and Minerals
National Geographic Little Kids First Big Book of Space
National Geographic Kids Chapters: Animal Superstars
Science Encyclopedia
National Geographic Pocket Guide to Rocks and Minerals of North America
And More True Stories of Amazing Animal Heroes
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Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and sentence highlighting to engage reluctant readers! The octopus spies a nice,
tasty mantis shrimp. It swims over for a closer look at the small creature. ThenWHAM!the mantis shrimp strikes a nasty blow with its hammerlike forelimb. The octopus shrinks back, defeated. That wasn't such an easy meal after all . . . In nature, good defenses can mean the difference
between surviving a predator's attack and becoming its lunch. Some animals rely on sharp teeth and claws or camouflage. But that's only the
beginning. Meet creatures with some of the strangest defenses known to science. How strange? Hagfish that can instantaneously produce oodles
of gooey, slippery slime; frogs that poke their own toe bones through their skin to create claws; young birds that shoot streams of stinking poop;
and more.
Calling all dog lovers! Join the adventure as National Geographic Kids Chapters presents a trio of true stories about incredible acts of canine
heroism. From Glory the bloodhound, who saves lost pets, to terriers who help raise orphaned hippos, these brave pups are sure to inspire young
animal lovers.
NBA star Boris Diaw of the San Antonio Spurs takes young readers on safari as he explores his off-court passion: wildlife photography! Join
Diaw as he escapes from stampeding wildebeests, comes face-to-face with lions, and discovers why you should never come between a hippo and
its watery home. Through engaging stories and photos by Diaw, readers will discover a whole new side to this basketball champ. National
Geographic Kids Chapter books pick up where the best-selling National Geographic Readers series leaves off, offering young animal lovers who
are ready for short chapters lively, exciting, full-color true stories—just right to carry in backpacks, share with friends, and read under the covers
at night.
Presents an introduction to the sport of rock climbing, with information on the equipment, training, skills, and techniques used, and the different
types of rock climbing walls and courses.
From dazzling gemstones to sparkling crystals to molten lava, this brilliantly illustrated book introduces children to the exciting world of rocks
and minerals, including both the building blocks and the bling. This level two reader, written in easy-to-grasp text, will help cultivate the
geologists of tomorrow! This high-interest, educationally vetted series of beginning readers features the magnificent images of National
Geographic, accompanied by texts written by experienced, skilled children's book authors. The inside back cover of the paperback edition is an
interactive feature based upon the book. Level 1 books reinforce the content of the book with a kinesthetic learning activity. In Level 2 books
readers complete a Cloze letter, or fun fill-in, with vocabulary words. Releases simultaneously in Reinforced Library Binding:
978-1-4263-1039-3 National Geographic supports K-12 educators with ELA Common Core Resources.
And More True Stories of Adventures with Animals
National Geographic Kids Chapters: Dog on a Bike
Animal Superstars
True Stories of a Basketball Star on Safari
How to Solve a Problem
National Geographic Kids Chapters: White Water!
"In Courageous Canine, you'll read three true stories of amazing animal heroes. First meet
Lilly, a playful pit bull who bravely pulled her owner from the path of a speeding train; two
pods of dolphins that saved swimmers from the most powerful predator on the planet; and two
gorillas that proved just how alike apes and humans really are. Follow along on their incredible
adventures as these awesome animals save the day!"-Offers an illustrated encyclopedia of general science, with informative and fun facts on a broad
array of scientific topics.
Shares four of the author's adventures from his worldwide search for enormous serpents.
From classical to country, blues to rock, hip-hop to pop, crank up the volume and get ready to
rock out with a comprehensive record of music through the ages. The high notes and biggest
moments in music history are covered in this fun compendium. You'll learn about the world's most
famous musicians through the eras, from Bach to the Beatles to Beyonce -- and beyond. Many major
music genres are playfully explained, from tribal, classical, jazz, folk, rock ... all the way
to today's modern forms, such as k-pop, hip-hop, and rap. Instruments and sounds are explored,
along with places and events in history that inspired the evolution of music. Kids will also get
a sense of music theory, instrumentation, and the artistry of distinctive musical styles. Song
recommendations help readers open their ears to what they've learned. Add to that amazing
images, a rockin' glossary of musical terms, and a timeline that plots each genre on its path
from ancient history to today, and this book is bound to top the charts!
National Geographic Kids Chapters: Rock Stars!National Geographic Books
Diving with Sharks!
National Geographic Kids Chapters: Scrapes With Snakes
The Rise (and Falls) of a Rock-Climbing Champion
Little Kids First Big Book of Rocks, Minerals and Shells
Atom Smashing, Food Chemistry, Animals, Space, and More!
Little Kids First Big Book of Rocks, Minerals & Shells
THREE BOOKS IN ONE! With thrilling undersea adventures, treacherous climbs, and roaring river rapids, this book has it all. Perfect for thrill
seekers and nature lovers alike, these gripping tales are sure to keep young readers turning pages until the very end. In nine distinct stories of ultimate
survival, meet photographers who swim with sharks, a teenaged rock-climbing prodigy, a team of kayakers battling icy Alaskan waters, and even more
daring explorers. Get ready for some serious adrenaline-packed fun, as you travel from New York City to the Himalaya in search of EXTREME
ADVENTURE! National Geographic Kids Chapter books pick up where the best-selling National Geographic Kids Readers series leaves off, offering
young readers who are ready for short chapters lively, incredible adventures and exciting, full-color true stories, just right to carry in a backpack, share
with friends, and read under the covers at night. Includes stories from three books: Rock Stars, White Water, and Diving with Sharks.
National Geographic Kids Chapters: Rock Stars!
Penguins!
True Stories of Adventures With Animals
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True Stories of Extreme Adventures
And More True Stories of Extreme Adventures!
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